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Season 47, Episode 103
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Ep. #11827



Bonnie tells Isaac that she has bought part of Java and that they are now partners. Isaac fumes that she went behind his back. Isaac admits to Jessica that he is afraid of the influence that Marshall has over Bonnie. Bonnie defends herself to Isaac and despite breaking up with him, she decides to stay on as part owner of Java. Alison is furious to learn that Emily and Susan have arranged for a group therapy session for the family. Barbara observes the scene and gloats what a horrible mother Emily is. Meanwhile, Holden urges Aaron to talk to a therapist. Alison arrives and they commiserate about their respective families. Aaron advises her to be the most normal person at her appointment. Alison runs off to ask Lucy if she can borrow a dress. Craig finds Lucy moving her stuff to Lucindas. He tries to convince her to stay, but Lucy refuses. Rosanna confronts Craig about sleeping with Sierra. Craig fails to convince her that Sierra was lying to her. While Sierra visits Lily, she gets a call from Tom who tips her off about the incident with Aaron. Despite her concerns, Lily covers for Aaron in front of Sierra. Later, Lily confronts Holden about keeping secrets. At the hospital, Craig runs into Sierra. She offers to tell Rosanna the truth if he lifts the restraining order against Aaron. He tries to comfort Margo, who pleads with him to get Simon to the hospital as soon as her returns for Katie. Katie secretly asks Craig to keep Simon away from the hospital, for fear that he will stop the surgery. Later, Mike confronts Rosanna about setting up his job in Venezuela and informs her that he quit. 
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
22 August 2002, 14:00
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